Books with Animals as characters

Picture Books and Early Readers

Barker—Go! Go! Go!
Beech—Arturo
Bruss—Book! Book! Book!
Dennis—Snakes on the job
Frost—Wakey birds
Graves—Chicken Big
Harper—Miss Mingo and the 100th day of school
Hernandez—First day of unicorn school
Lobel—Ducks on the road
O’Hara—The legend of King Arthur-a-Tops
Petty—The bear must go on
Rodrigues—The President of the jungle
Soman—Agent Lion
Stanton—Cowie
Sullivan—Up on Bob
Willems—I want to sleep under the stars
Yolen—Interrupting Cow and the chicken crossing the road

Fiction

Elliot—Owl diaries (series)
Frost—Blue daisy
Giff—Meet the crew at the zoo
Gilbert—The mouse watch
Hunter—Oathkeeper (series)
Kadohata—Saucy
MacLachlan—Wondrous Rex
Mews—The newest princess
Noel—Coo
Sanderson—Heartsong’s missing foal
Watson—Stick dog
Wood—Alice’s farm

Graphics

Flintham—Super rabbit all-stars
Green—Investi-Gators
McDonald—Real pigeons fight crime
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